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great army that had come against him. He paper is divided into eight equal parts, called 
wrestled and pulled so hard that presently he eighths (Fig. D). All these halves, fourths, 
got his head out ; but he left behind him part and eighths are fractions, for they are a part 

, of his skin, his ears, and his claws. He could of the whole. 
hardly see or move, and was in sore distress . If we study our paper, we can find out from 

Poor Bruin's Narrow Escape it a great deal about fractions. We will call 
Then all the people added to his torment by the whole paper 1. We find, then that I has 

beating him \'\rith weapons of every sort. The two halves, four quarters, and eight eighths. 
carpenter threw stones ; others belaboured hi1n But this is not all ; we can learn how to add, 
\vith rakes, brooms, distaffs, or \vhatever they subtract, multiply, and divide fractions. 
happened to pick up. At last poor Bruin, hardly For instance, if we look at Fig. B, we £nd 
knowing what he was about, 
1 d . t th · db FOXES THAT ARE HUNTED FOR THEIR FUR eape In o e river, an y 
the merest chance escaped 
with his life. 

Reynard, in the meantime, 
had gone gaily on. his way. 
Many more attempts wer 
made ·before he was finally 
brought to trial, and so gre&t 
was his cunning that even 
then he escaped the penalties 
which he richly deserved. 

• • 

Like the fable~ of 1Esop, 
" Reynard the Fox " belongs 
to a class of animal tales 
found in the folk-lore of al
most all countries. As to the 
original home of this poem, 
it has been claimed by both 
France and Germany. It is 
now believed to have origin

The Arctic Fox, on the left, and the Red Fox are both beautiful creatures. But 
their beauty is their undoing, for they are trapped and killed in great numbers for 
the sake of their smooth and glossy coats. The Silver Fox is the most valuable 

of the fur-bearers, and its skin fetches a very high price. 

ated in the borderland between these two 
countries, far back in medireval times. 
FRACTIONS. This word comes from a Latin 
v~rb meaning to break. A fraction of any sub-

- stance is r eally a part broken off from the whole ; 
r---. so in arithmetic, when we talk about 

fractions, we are really finding out 
all about the size of these broken 

.___A_ parts, how we can build them together 
,_ _ _, or break them down into still smaller 

• 
1------s p1eces. 

I£ we take a square piece of paper 
B (Fig. A) and fold it so as to bring all 

,__ _ _, four corners together, the crease made 
t-----s by the folding will divide the paper 
1------1 in to two equal portions, or halves 

c · (Fig. B). 
Open the paper out, and fold each 

1---+---i end so that the edges lie along the 
1---+---t middle crease. We will now have 

that by taking away one half we have another 
half left. That is, I - ! = i· If we put the 
first half back again we get a whole once more. 
That is, ! + ! == 1. 

Now loo}r at Fig. C. Each half is divided 
into two·- parts, which we know are called 
fourths.· In other words, two fourths make one 
half, er 2 ~ ! == ~. In the same way the four 
fourths m·ak~ the whole, or 4 x ! == 1. This 
is multipl~9ation of fractions. 

How to Do Division of Fractions 
Division is done .in a similar way. Ho"' 

many fourths are there in a half ~ A glance 
at your figure shows you that the answer is two. 
That is l -:- ! == 2. 

Addition and subtraction we have already 
done with ]]g. B, but let us try all four 
methods on Fig. D, which contains eight 
~ighths. : 
, We will start with subtraction. If we take 
• • 

one of the eighths away, we have only seven 

• 

o three creases in our paper, and each 
of the sections made by the crea£es will b~ 
one-quarter cf the paper. These sections are 
called fourths (Fig. C). 

Open the paper again, but this time fold it 
crosswise so that the edges lie together. We 
have now got only one extra crease, but it divides 
each fourth into two equal parts, and the whole 

l_e~t. Therefore, 1 - i = t· If we take away 
another eig:Q.th, we find out several things. 
First we see that the two eighths are together 
equal to a fourth, or 2 x ~- == i· Secondly, 
we find that we have six eighths left, and that 
they are the same as thre.e fourths. That is, 
I - ! = ! ; an<l t - ~- == ~ . Now try these · 

contained in the Easy Reference Fact•lndex at the end of this t.Jork 
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